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I. BACKGROUND 

Gordon Wasson has recently amassed an im
pressive array of e\;dence indicating that the 
long·unidentified drug "soma" of the Vedas is in 
fact the Amlmira nll/scaria mushroom,' " popu· 
larly known as the Oy agaric . Unlike the ostensibly 
more academic work of John Allegro,' a which 
allempts in frustratingly pedantic detail 10 show 
the import of this mushroom in the foundings of 
the religions of the middle east, Wasson's argument 
is clear and slraightforward. It can be summarized 
brieny as follows: 

Of the 1028 hymns of the Vedas, fully 120 are 
focused on the plant god Soma. !lut the use of this 
plant. and subsequently its very identity, faded 
with time. In recent times, numerous speculations 
ha\'e been made as to its identity, ranging from 
cannabis to the ephedrine·containing herb rna· 
huang. These speculatioQs ,,'ere ob\;ously casual 
and made little or no attempt to match these 
substances \\;th Vedic descriptions of Soma. As 
Wasson pointed out, the material that is Soma 
should be small and leaness with neshy stalks. Its 
preparation should require only a day, or al most a 
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few days (ruling out femlenlalion). Perhaps most 
significantly, it should have the rather unique 
characteristic that its active ingredient passes into 
the urine of the user , so Ihal another person may 
obtain similar experiences by drinking that urine. 
A . ml/scaria fits Ihe Vedic descriptions of Soma in 
all of these details, as well as many others which 
will not be elaborated on here but may be found 
in Wasson's book.' 

The significance of Ihis argument, if it is true, is 
that one of the largest of the world's religions may 
be a direct outgro\\'th of the use of an hallucino
geniC drug. This argument has been favorably 
received by many anthropological authorities (see 
La Barre r .). 

Despite the impressiveness of the anthro
pological and linguistic evidence that Wasson 
presents,' there are some weak links in the theory. 
First, one might well marvel at how a drug of this 
sort, so often described in the most ecstatic terms, 
could have fallen so completely into disuse - and 
its very identity have been forgotten! In only a 
few regions of the world today is it still in use, 
primarily by primitive tribes in Siberia. The first 
post·Vedic publ ished reference to its continued 
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use in that region was made in 173 0 by a Swedish 
army office r \\'ho spen t 12 years there as a Russian 
prisoner of war,' and only long after this was the 
use of A. muscaria generally recognized. Second, 
appa rently qui te different description'; of the 
mushroom's psychologi cal effects exist. It 's this , 
problem that will be primarilv addressed 'le rf, 

Wasson describes the effects of S01'1a as 
follows: I 

3. 	 II begins to act in fifteen or twenty minut es and the 
effects last for homs. 

b. 	 First it is soporific. One goes to sleep fOT abo ut lWO 

hours, and the sleep is not normal. Ont ca nnot be 
roused from it, but is sometim es 3wa re of the sound s 
round about. In Ihis half..le,ep sometimes one has 
colored visions that respo nd, al least to some extent , 
to one's desires. 

c, 	 Some subjects enjoy a feeling of elation that la sts for 
three or four hours after waking from the sleep. In this 
stage it is interesting to note that the superiority of 
this drug over alcohol is particularly empha· 
sized : . .. During this state the subject is often capable 
of extraordinary feats of physical effort, and enjoys 
performing them . 

He emphasizes that these effects are \'ely unlike 
the effects of psilocyb in mushrooms of Mexico 
and the southern U.S . There is no mention in 
Wasson's description of any undesirable effects. 

Schultes and Hoffman 4 describe the effects 
somewhat differently, and point out thz,t response 
may vary greatly from person to person, The ir 
description is as foll ows: 

Ingest ion of (rom one to four mushrooms 1s said to be 

sufficient to induce an intoxication, which begins 15 

minut es to an hour after ingestion with twi tching, 

trembling and slight convul,ions of the limbs. The feet 
become numb . A euph oria characterized b~' happiness, 
lightness of the feet and a desire to dance gives way to 
coloured visual hallucinations. Macropsia is common. 
Religious overt one s frequently occur. Occasionally 
violence and mad rushing about takes place until exhaus
tion lead, 10 a deep sleep. 

This sounds somewhat less euphoric, bu t is cer· 
tainly still too fa vorab le to account for the fact 
that A. muscoria is list ed in Virt ua lly every 
mushroom field guide as a poisonous mushroom . 
Could this claSSification simply reflect one error 
repeated over and over? After all, even one 
reference suggesting that a species is poisonous 
would discourage most gourmets, Or could it 
reflect a regional chemical difference in the con· 
tent of the mushrooms? This alternative would not 
account for the discon tinued use in the Indian 
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subco ntinent , especiallv after a long·established 
tradi tio n of use ' wi th no hi nt of adverse effec ts. Or 
could this classification reflect an individual sus· 
ceptibility to ill effects. parallel to the tendency of, 
som e users (a minority) to become s01l1e\\' hat 
del irious after drinking wine in conjunction with 
the ordinarily innocuous COPJ1'IlUS arran/cllIoI'ilis 

mushroomry Again, this would not account for the 
abse nce of any sugges tion in the Vedas th at any 
risk is involved in the use of A. nil/scoria, 

A tenuous parallel could be drawn from l\onh 
American ethnopharmacology, llle so·called mescal 
bean (Sophora sCCll/1diflora) was once used for'its 
psychic effects, Howeve r, its active in gredien t. 
cystine, is vari ab ly toxic and occasionall~' caused 
dea th, Presumably, as use of the less tox ic p~'YO t ~ 
cac tus spread , the advantages of one over the other 
became apparent. Today, the road chief of a 
peyote ce remony wears a neckla ce of mescal beans 
around his neck - bu t no one eats them.' 

But if th e use of Soma declined for such ;: 
reason, why was there no referen ce toward un· 
desirable effe ctsry And if it lost favor to a 
competi tor , which competitor? Th e se cond qu es · 
tion is the more easily answered: no competitor 
approaching the sta tus of Soma exi sted. as leist':as 
far as we know. The first question may be less 
difficult than it seem s. Many drugs that have been 
revered fo r their desirabl e effec ts have been 
cheerfully inges ted despi te undesirable ones , 
During the peyote ceremony, for ex ample, th ere is 
a con spicuously placed bucket for the participants 
to get sick int o - and most do. Yet the subsequent 
effects more th an com pensate, and Ihe drug is 
revered , Similarly, the anthropologist Michael 
Harner commented on the use of yage in South 
America that the hallucinatory experience itselfis 
regarded as unpleasan t, but is indulged in in order 
to obtain "urgen tly desired revelati ons from the 
spirit world ,,,6 

Wasson 2 ma y have obscured this iss ue some· 
what by his frequent emphasis on acce pting the 
lileral Ve dic descripti ons of Soma's effects. For 
example, he wrote that "the co ntrast between the 
ecstasy of Soma inebriation as sung in the hyrrins 
and the effects, often vile, of any of th e many 
substitutes was always too glarin g to be ignored::? 
and that " the difference in tone between th e 
bibulous verse of the West and th e holy rapture of 
Soma hYmns will suffice for those of any literary 
discrimi~ation or psychological insight."a The 
thinness of this claim is well illustrated by ask~ng 



the reader to ~uess which drug produced this 
description from~a Chinese poet: 9 " 

"The first cup moistens my lips and throat, the second 
breaks my loneliness. the third cup searches my barren 
entrails but 10 find therein somt" five thousand \"oIumes of 
odd ideographs. The fourth cup raises a slight perspiration 
- all the wTong of life passes Jway through my pores. At 
the ruth cup I :1m purified~ the sixth cup caUs me to the 
realms of the immortals. TIle seventh cup - an, but I 
could take no more . .. Where is Elysium?" 

Few \\'ould guess that this beatific description is 
that of ordinary Chinese tea. One must make 
allowances ~ sometimes huge ones ~ for cultural 
and personal variations in response. The Vedas 
were written as hymns to the gods, one of the 
most important being a plant god. It might have 
been considered in poor taste to mention that you 
might vomit a few times before touching immor· 
tality. 

If one accepts the identity of A. n1ll5CanG as 
Soma, one might well wonder why it apparently 
achieved little popularity in the many other parts 
of the world where it commonly grows. In North 
America, for example. it gro\\'s in abundance, yet 
there is no documented evidence of its use at any 
period by North American Indians.' This is not 
the case with other North Americans today, 
however. There were rumors of the mushrooms 
being sold among drug users in Detroit in 1972 for 
SCOO a pound. For more than a year now, they 
have been selling over·the·counter at a health·food 
store in Toronto for S I 5 an ounce. The manage· 
ment was reluctant to identify its source of 
supply, but did say that the mushrooms were 
originally found "some\\'here in British 
Columbia." Sales were apparently brisk, and most 
reports which I heard from users were very 
favorable. nlese reports provided the original 
impetus for my desire to do some preliminary 
testing of the effects of A. lIIu5can·a on normal 
volunteers. Rather than use these specimens from 
an uncertain source and of questionable content, I 
sought the help of the San Francisco Mycological 
Society." They provided me with an ample supply 
of red A. mU5caria collected in northern Cali· 
fornia. 

There is some question about how the mush· 
rooms were orginally used. \Vas.~on2 indicated that 
they were usually either eaten raw or squeezed. 
mixing the juice \\'ith water. milk, curds. or honey. 
There are also Vedic references to their being dried 
and eaten either dry or after soaking in water. 
Brdd1man and Sam,' 0 discussing their use by 
Siberian tribes toda\', sav that they are either 
"swallowed whole in a slightly desicc:lIed condi· 
tion" or drunk in an infusion after soaking for 5 or 
6 days in water. The exact method of preparation 
is unknown. and other drug additives may at least 
occasionally have been used. The usual suggestions 
as to quantit), are rather vague, referring to a 
mushroom, one or two mushrooms, or several 
mushrooms. Since the mushrooms vary greatly in 
size, some experimentation was in order. 

II. SELF-ADMINISTRATION 

The whole dried mushrooms were blenderized 
to a fine powder which could then be put into 
large (size 000) capsules. As there is some vari· 
ability in the ftlled weight of a capsule, dosage was 
calculated by the weight of the contents rather 
than the number of capsules. On the average, a 
capsule contained about I g of powdered mush· 
room. An effective dose was detennined by 
self·administration of increasing amounts, starting 
with 3 g, which has no effect. With 6 g, some mild 
nausea was felt but nothing else that was notable. 
A similar effect was felt with 9 g ~ mild nausea, 
with little or no psychological effect. A noticeable 
effect was felt with leg, as follows. 

Approximately 50 min after ingestion, I began 
to feel a marked nausea. After another c5 min, the 
nausea increased, and my bodv began to feel very 
hea\'Y. This sensation decreased over the next 30 
min, and was replaced by a less unpleasant 
sensation of noating. Time began to seem quite 
warped. Fortunately, the nausea decreased con· 
siderably and was almost totally gone by the end 
of 3 hr. I felt Ughtheaded and uncoordinated. In 
practicing pulling nuts on bolts, a test intended 
for later use with volunteers, I became laughably 
clumsy. Soon after I began to feel indescribably 

*1 have spoken 10 a linJ;uislics student who claims to have eaten red A. muscarias with members of the Loucheux (more 
properly Kutchin) Indians in the Yukon. but this has nOl been verified. More'recently, as ex-student has gone to the same 
area and made inquiries, and has found no e\'idence of such use. 

"'*1 am greatly indebted 10 their pre~ident, Larry Stickner. and 10 Paul VeJg~er, without "'hose help my cunosi!)' would 
have remained idle. 
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strange. I thous:ht I was sleepy but could not be 
sure. Mv mind seemed empty, and the few 
remaining Ihoughts 1 had moved very slo\\"ly. The 
best metaphor to desc ribe my state was a sense of 
being in suspended animalion , with nothing 
happening. For brief periods I felt rather pleasant, 
but cad1 time this was succeedcd by a deadening 
nonfeeling that began to oppress me. There wcre 
never any obvious visual effects, not even with 
eyes closed. B\' the end of the fifth hour after 
ingestion I could tell that the effects were on the 
wane, and over the next 2 hr I felt more and more 
tired. 

In summar\', 12 g of dry red A. 11111scaria 
produced mainly these results: (I) a marked nausea 
that tapered off over the first 3 hr , (2) a 
conspicuous absence of reflective thought com· 
bined with a sense of tiredness. and (3) a slight 
transient euphoria around the fourth hr that 
alternated with and finally was overwhelmed by a 
general sense of fatigue. It was not an inspiring 
experience, and the initial nausea was so great that 
I had no desire to repeat it. Still, I was uncon
vinced that there was nothing more to be obtained 
from this plant god. 1 felt I should try a larger 
dose, but was intimidated by my fear of becoming 
violently ill. I decided on a compromise. I made an 
infusion by soaking 30 g of dried mushroom in a 
cup of ,,'ater for 3 days, then squeezing out the 
mushroom material; after 2 more days of evapora
tion (reducing the fluid volume to a little more 
than half a cup), 1 drank the result. [ awaited a 
hopefully not hideous transformation into another 
state of mind. What was hideous was the taste of 
the infusion. Not vomiting before finishing it off I 
regard as one of the few heroic tasks of my life. A 
strong desire to vomit, combined with chills in my 
spine, persisted for the duration of the experience. 
although it did diminish somewhat hour by hour. 
Within I hr I was obviously feeling a greater effect 
than I had from eating 12 g of dried material. 1 felt 
again as if I were in a state of suspended 
animation, this time with a much stronger desire 
to sleep. Although my environment seemed some
how "bright ," there were no hallucinations or 
obvious \1SUal distortions. My stream of conscious
ness seemed notably emptv, and when J contem
plated writing down something about how I felt, I 
could think of nothing to say. My motivation to 
practice the tests I intended for others was 
absolutely minimal. Despite the nausea, I felt 
hungry, and ate a considerable quantity of food 
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which seemed to have almost no taste. I noticed a 
ma rl-cd increase in m\' usual level of saliva 
production. B\' S': hr after ingestion, the effects 
were waning. Ih' 7 hr later. they were nearly gone: 
and I succumbed to my desire for sleep. There 
were no sequelae the following morning. except 
that I told myself that nothing would ever induce 
me to subject myself to the hideous taste of 
AlJlal1iln for another session. Nothing that I 
experienced was particularly interesting , and I 
could not associate my experiences with the 
glories of Soma. Furthermore, I was convinced 
that any further increase in dose would surely 
produce protracted and severe vomiting. 

Ill. THE VOLUNTEERS 

It was decided to solicit volunteers for the 
smaller dose (i.e., 1:2 g per 160 Ib of body weight) 
Volunteers were told only that the drug being 
tested was a purported hallucinogen, that it might 
or might not have' some unpleasant side effects 
such as nausea, and that they would be given a 
series of short tests every hour for 7 hrs. Volun 
teers were between ages 26 and 36, were drawn 
from the acquaintances of the author, and were 
generally rather well educated. Only two of those 
tested were female . Of the six subjects tested, 
three received active drug on the first session and 
three received placebo first. The two sessions were 
separated by 48 hrs. They were held in September 
1974. . 

On each test day, the subjects were given the 
appropriate number of capsules containing eith~r 
the mushroom or powdered whole wheat toast. 
which were indistinguishable. They were asked to 
swallow the capsules using the smallest possible 
amount of water, on the theory that drinking an 
excess of water might accentuate the nausea . 

The original intention was to use 24 volunteers 
in a double-blind design . Unfortunately, this inten
tion was never carried to completion, as three of 
the first seven subjects vomited and, in good 
conscience, I felt I could not go on. One subject 
vomited with the first hour and experienced no 
subjective effects apart from the nausea itself, so 
no further testing was done . The remaining si" 
subjects at least held the capsules down long 
enou£.h to experience describable effects. Since 
this number is too small to allow for meaningful 
statistical comparisons, the data obtained will be 
discussed in a discursive fashion. Obviously, results 



on so few subjects cannOl be defintive; however, 
given the primary results that we did obtain, it 
would probably be unetltical to attempt to gather 
more data without either changing the route of 
administration to be less offensive or providing 
some evidence that specimens from different 
regions might be less noxious. This issue will be 
discussed brie ny aft er summa rizi ng the resu Its 
obtained. 

IV. SUBJECTIVE EFFECTS 

IN SIX SUBJECTS 


An at tempt was made to minimize leading 
questions about what the subjects experienced. 
Instead, subjects were encouraged to describe 
whatever effects they felt in their own way, both 
verbally, to the monitor present, and on paper , as 
often as they ' felt inclined to write anything. 
Subjects were not asked questions like "do you 
feel sick?", so whatever was mentioned by them 
can be taken as their own spontaneous output and 
not the result of prearranged questioning. Their 
descriptions were summarized in the following 
categories: 

I. Nausea: all subjects commented on this 
repeatedly, although only two of six actually 
vomited - one after 2 hr and one after 610 hr. One 
subject who claimed never to have vomited in his 
life said that he had never come closer to doing so 
before; 

2. Tiredness, lethargy, apathy: all six used 
such descriptives, although for brief periods one 
said she felt "fidgety" and another "speedy;" 

3. Salivation: three of the six reported 
markedly increased salivation, as was noted by the 
first author after the infusion; 

4. Distractibility: this was described by all 
subjects and illustrated by their behavior, e.g., 
while in the middle of a timed test of motor 
coordination (putting nuts on bolts), one subject 
suddenly began to describe his feelings and forgot 
completely the task he was engaged in; 

5. Distortions, visual: three subjects described 
what sounded like blurred or double vision. One, 
more metaphorically, described what seemed like 
"the noise component of the visual system, bear
ing the same relationship to sight as ringing does to 
my ears." Another described the whole visual field 
as '"jumping" erra t icaJJy, with colors "improved." 
Only one subject reported actual hallucinations (or 

.... 

strong illusions) consisting of "soldiers dressed in 
brown. back to back, turning upside down and 
touching backs again. They keep doing this like a 
d~ck of cards." TIl~se images. seen in black and 
white. were seen with eyes open in a female 
subject. No subject reported macropsia or micro
psia. despite the frequency of such experiences by 
Siberian users. However, one subject did write 
that: "I am getting lower and lower at this desk so 
I am going to stand up to be taU." 

6. Distortions, auditory : four subjects 
commented on auditory distortions. generally 
described as such (e.g., "sound is distorted") , with 
one description of the background sound of a 
refrigerator "permeating the whole house;" 

7. Distortions, bodily: three subjects reported 
unusual bodily sensations, ranging from marked 
numbness and tingling of the extremities to an 
inability to tell one finger from another by touch; 

8. Hallucinations, visual: the two female sub· 
jects reported marked visual distortions which 
might pass for low·grade hallucinations. The more 
dramatic is described in number 5 above ; the less 
dramatic were "swirling patterns" seen with eyes 
closed only. Interestingly, in both cases these were 
described as either dull brown or black and white; 

9. Hallucinations, auditory: none; 
10. Reported disinhibition: this occured in 

only one case, which happened to be the one 
subject who reacted very dramatically to the 
placebo condition. His drug response was not very 
different than his placebo response; both times he 
felt noticeably disinhibited and was periodically 
quite jolly; 

II. Emotional responses: only two subjects 
other than the placebo reactor mentioned above 
made any positive comments about their experi
ence at all. One said she "felt very 
happy ... nothing seems to matter." Another 
described the experience as "like a very pleasant 
hash type stone." Other comments included" "I 
feel disabled rather than modified;" "feel sort of 
empty - out of it;" and one subject reported 
feeling nothing except "just sick;" 

l~. Time changes: two subjects described a 
sensation of time passing very slowly. A third said 
time was distorted without characterizing how. 
TIle others did not comment; 

13. Desire to repeat the experience : none 
reported. However, the two subjects who had brief 
periods of good feeling were willing, on request, to 
try doses one third Jarger at a later time. In both 
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cases they fell greater nausea than with the lower 
dose, and both were emphatic about no further 
repetitions of the experience; 

14. Grammar impairment: all subject; showed 
a deterioration in their grammatical sense when 
making notes on their experiences. For example, 
one participant (a sociology lecturer) Vlrote: "I 
feel sid,), took and very much more." 

V. MEASURED EFFECTS 

IN SIX SUBJECTS 


Every hour, starting just before drug ingestion, 
pulse, blood pressure. temperature, and respiratory 
rate were measured. The drug had no obvious 
effect on pulse, blood pressure, or respiratory rate, 
except in one case in which the pulse rhythm 
became irregular shortly before vomiting. In two 
cases, there was a brief (1·hr) spike in temperature 
- in one case to 101.SoF, and in the other to 
102.2°F. The one placebo responder also showed 
such a spike (to 101.2°F) to placebo on the 
second hour. 

Once per hour, three fairly crude but quick 
measures of motor coordination were taken: 
balancing on one foot with the eyes closed, 
putting nuts on 35 bolts as quickly as possible, and 
throwing at the center of a regulation dartboard. 
There was an obvious impairment of the ability to 
balance on one foot wi th eyes closed. All subjects 
were aware of this decrease and commented on it. 
In one case, a participant found the effort so 
frustrating that he declined to continue trying for 
the last 2 hr. There was a similar decrease in the 
rate at which nuts could be screwed onto bolts 
(see Figure I). as well as an increased variability in 
performance which seemed to reflect extreme 
distractibility. As mentioned previously, one sub· 
ject literally forgot wha t he was doing and began 
to talk about something else, and had to be 
reminded of the task at hand. Oddly enough, there 
was no apparent effect on dart·throwir,g ability. 

Every hour, participants were asked to try to 
estimate the period of a minute without counting 
to themselves. There were no consistent results. 
Only one subject showed a consistept change in 
the direction of estimating minutes as nearly twice 
as long. It was noted on several occasions that 
subjects forgot altogether what they were 
supposed to be doing, and when asked after 4 or 5 
min about how much time had passed, admilled 
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that they were thinking of something entirely 
different. 

After 3~ hr postingestion, participants ,were 
asked to attempt to recall digits read off to them 
in either the same or reverse order. TIlis foHowed 
the format used in the Wechsler Adull Intelligence 
Scale (WAIS). Their score consisted of the maxi· 
mum number of digits they could recall forward, 
added to the maximum number backward. Two 
allernate versions of the Digit Symbol test (also 
patterned after the WAlS) were also used, in which 
symbols corresponding to given numbers are filled 
in under random digits as quickly as possible. 

In three cases there was no change in digit spa;] 
from placebo to drug condition. In the other three 
it was decreased (from 15 to 12,15 to 13,and 13 
to II). Since digit span involves only very short· 
term recall, it is perhaps unsurprising that half of 
the participants showed no deterioration, despite 
their seemingly heightened distractibility. 

The Digit Symbol task was more consistent in 
showing deterioration. Allhough two subjects 
actually scored slightly higher in the placebo 
condition, both of these had placebo on the 
second test day. Given that this test has a greater 
than average practice effect, the overall mean 
differences of 63.0 for placebo and 57.S for drug 
can be assumed to be very probably Significant. 

In summary, there was no marked drug effect 
on pulse rate, blood pressure, or respiratory rate. 
Two subjects did show brief temperature spikes in 
excess of 101°F. Motor coordination was definite· 
Iy impaired, and the ability to recall numbers or 
focus on digit·symbol associations was decreased. 
Estimations of time show no consistent change 
other than a procli\~ty to forget the task before it 
was completed. 

VI. WHAT BECAME OF SOMA? 

TIle effects resulting from the administration of 
these mushrooms bear so little resemblance to 
Soma of the Vedas tha t one would never guess 
that the substance in question could be the sa·me. 
What of the casual reports from users of 'the 
material being sold over the counter in Toronto" 
We had no reports of nausea from these users. 
Unfortunately, the mushrooms in this case were 
being sold in a pulp form, making accurate 
identification impossible. Also, people who had 
used them indicated taking no more than I to 3 
teaspoons of "'et mushroom. yet with our material 
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10 Ihink Ihal SO lillie \\'as being laken Ihal nOlhing 
morc Ihan a placebo effcci couid be oblained 
unless. less probably. Ihere is some peculiar inler
"clion belween Ihe mushrooms and cannabis, 

However, wc have no reason 10 suspeci Ihal 
Vedic users consislenll" spiked Iheir mushrooms 
\\ilh THe. so Ihe idenlil~' belween California 
AlI1olliio IJII/scon'a and Soma is in gravc doubt. 
l1lCre seem 10 be only IWO likel~' explanalions for 
Ihis inconsislencv, One is thai some special mode 
of preparalion is required 10 make Ihe mushrooms 
less noxious, 111is seems unlikelv. as \'arious 
references 10 their use menlions use of dry whole 
specimens. fresh whole ones, infusions, elc, In 
olher words. no consislent preparalion seems 10 

have been used, The other possible expbnalion is 
more likely. namely that there are regional 
chemical differences accounting for varying effects, 

This question is by no means as easily resolved 
as it sounds, for. despite some tentative proposals, 
the fact is that Ihe major active ingredient of the 
mushrooms is not known, For decades it was 
believed to be muscarine, but we now know that 
the amount of muscarine in the mushroom is far 
too low to account for its effects (2 to 3 mglkg, 
according to Eugster),], Belladona alkaloids 
(atropine, scopolamine) were also suggested, as 
was bufotenine, but these are present in small 
quantities if at aiL" Yet many recenl sources still 
attribute the effects of the mushrooms to these 
drugs; for example, Aaronson and Osm ond' 2 

write that: "the three principle ingredients of 
AmanilO muscan'a are muscarine, atropine, and 
bufotenine_" The only effect that I observed 
which seems easily compatible \\ith any of these 
drugs is the marked salivation which three of six 
subjects experienced, which could suggest mus· 
carine. Gross pupillary changes such as constric
tion (via muscarine) were looked for but not 
observed, Since at rapine and muscarine are rather 
antagonistic in effect. Aaronson and Osmond '2 

speculate that their relative proportions might 
determine the effect. Given the generally low 
quantities present, this seems highl)' unlikely. 

A more fruitful line of investigation is that 
initiated by Eugster" and others into the sub
stances ibotenic acid, muscimole. and muscalOne. 
Muscimole is fonmed by decarbox~'lation and loss 
of water from ibotenic acid. which Eugster 
believes to be the primary active ingredient, The 
relative quantities of these two substances may 
vary with the type of material ingested - whether 
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fresh, dried. or reJiydrated, Eugster also demon· 
strated that muscazone can be produced by' 
IN-irradiation of ibotenic acid - and that ibotenic 
acid acts as a precursor for muscazone. He belie\'es 
that tile rebtive toxicitv of various -specimens of 
A. I//riscoria results from Ouctuations in the 
ibotenic "cid - muscazone ratio, 

\\~lile most current researche~ emphasize the 
importance of ibotenic acid and muscimole. 
Waser' J is perhaps the only person to have 
self-administered these agents, He reports: 

"A 20 mg. ibotenic a~id dose ingested in water tastes like 
mushrooms, but produces little immediate action. Within 
half an hour a W.rm and slightly flushed face was noticed, 
without Changes in blood pressure or heart rate with no 
psychic stimulation, but I.'ssitude followed by sleep, One 

day later a mipaine with classical one sided visual 
disturbance developed for the fust time in my life, The 
occipitally localized headache continued in J milder fonn 
for 1\\"0 \\'ed~s." 

This hardly fits the picture of Soma intoxication, 
Somewhat more int'eresting results occurred from 
\Vaser's self·administration of muscimole. He took 
5·, 10-, and 15-mg doses. The smallest dose 
produced only "a feeling of laziness." A dose of 
10 mg produced "a slight intoxication with dizzi· 
ness, ataxia, and elevated mood, psychic stimula· 
tion (in psychological tests), no hallucination but 
slight changes in taste and color \ision_" A dose of 
IS mg produced more dramatic effects within 40 
min, including slurred speech, decreased appetile 
and taste, poor concentration, "noisy" hearing and 
myoclonic muscle ,cramps, After 2 hr \Vaser fell 
asleep, recalling no dreams_ He noted that unlike 
after the 10-mg dose, he felt "dull and uncertain" 
afterward, This bears some resemblance to the 
effects on our volunteers, except for the presence 
of severe muscle cramps and the absence of 
nausea. However, \Vaser did not have obvious 
hallucinations or report macropsia or micropsia, 
which are so often reported by native users, and in 
Vedic descriptions, One is forced to conclude that 
neither ibotenic acid nor muscimole on their own 
can account for the effects of the classical Soma, 1 
am not aware of any self-administration reports on 
muscazone. In any case, these alternatives do not 
exhaust the range of possibilities (see Schultes and 
Hofmann" for others), 

Because of the obvious inconsistency between 
the ascribed attributes of Soma and the results 
obtained here, I tried unsuccessfully for the better 



p:lft of " '·ear to find a ,ource for Sib~rian 

specimens. \\llile chemi,al an"I",i, of our own 
,pecimens ,eemed poinlle" wilh0UI knl,wing whal 
we should b,' te,ting f", . a ,,'mpar"live anal",i, of 
these anJ ",her specil1lcIl> having a Soma.I'·pe 
effeci (if such exiSt) mi~llI be useful. Th~ allempls 
10 lind such specimens 'wr,' unsuccess ful. 

As a final speCUlation. Il'nuous Ihough it is. this 
possibililv comes 10 mind: suppose a cert"in planl 
is revered and CClnseqllenlh· gathered for use fm 
over a period of sever"1 thousand years. A minor 
chemical varianl resulting in grealer human 
loxicit v could have considerable adaptil'e value. 
for the plant would soon fallout of favor 
perhaps even be forgollen. as Soma was . The 
method of propagalion of spore·bearing fungi 
makes this unlikely, but it is possible. and could 
explain the gra'dual fading of the immortal plant 
god from its ori~inal status to its current one - a 
forgotten god no longer in favor. because in its 
original form it may no longer exist. 

II hos recenlk been nOled Ihat A. POI/I/icrii/il 

Can be ingest~d with curiolls and not unpleasant 
~r(el..·ls. There is Jhl.l spe,'ubtiun th:Jt there Jl)J~ ' be 
a ne\\ hvl'rid )'orm l"Tossing .~. //(JI/lileril/il with..l 
.cell/ala: Ihe resulting sp~(imen is neariv idenlica l 
10 Ihe re d .~. 1I11I'(Col"io. ex.:cpl Ihat the color near 
the periphe,, ' o( the cap is lighter. Since the 
specimens we used were oblained from California 
prior 10 ,uch speculation. il is conceivable that 
some of this h"b ,i d could have been mixed in with 
the sample \Ve te,ted. Barring Ihis possibility . the 
true Soma 1T1a\" exist somewhere, but it is almost 
certainly not the same as the red A. II1l1scorio of 
northern California. 

Several ~'ears ago. the author visited Ihree 
Indian tribes in northern Ontario. bearing color 
photos of A . !1l11scoria. hoping to find evidence. if 
il existed. of nalive use. Tho,e who recognized Ihe 
photos all gave the same advice: "Don' I eat them 
- they're poisonous." The death of god has many 
faces. 
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